October 5, 2020

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO AWARDING BODIES AND ALL INTERESTED PARTIES REGARDING A CORRECTION TO THE DIRECTOR’S GENERAL PREVAILING WAGE DETERMINATIONS

Dear Public Official/Other Interested Parties:

CRAFT: DRIVER (ON/OFF-HAULING TO/FROM CONSTRUCTION SITE) – Mixer Trucks
Classification: Ready Mix Driver
DETERMINATION(S): C-MT-261-X-258-2018-1
LOCALITIES: All localities within Los Angeles, Orange and Ventura Counties.

Footnote “e” under the Sunday Overtime Hourly Rate was incorrectly published for the above referenced prevailing wage determination and should be footnote “h.”

Footnote “h” reads as follows, “Emergency work and breakdown on Sundays shall be paid at time and one-half (1½x) the straight time rate.”

With the exception of the above correction, all of the wage rates and other conditions found in the above referenced determination remain in effect.